A wide range of computational kernels in data mining and information retrieval from text collections involve techniques from linear algebra. These kernels typically operate on data that is presented in the form of large sparse term-document matrices (tdm). We present TMG, a research and teaching toolbox for the generation of sparse tdm's from text collections and for the incremental modification of these tdm's by means of additions or deletions. The toolbox is written entirely in MATLAB, a popular problem solving environment that is powerful in computational linear algebra, in order to streamline document preprocessing and prototyping of algorithms for information retrieval. Several design issues that concern the use of MATLAB sparse infrastructure and data structures are addressed. We illustrate the use of the tool in numerical explorations of the effect of stemming and different term-weighting policies on the performance of querying and clustering tasks.
Introduction
Much of the knowledge available today is stored as text. It is not surprising, therefore, that data mining (DM) and information retrieval (IR) from text collections (text mining) has become an active and exciting research area; see for example [53] . As the vector space model (VSM) and matrix and vector representations are routinely used in DM and IR, it turns out that several performance critical kernels in these areas originate from computational linear algebra (CLA). Consider, for example, two typical operations: Clustering and querying in the context of the VSM. Algorithms that implement them rely on modules standing at various levels in the hierarchy of linear algebra computations, from inner products to eigenvalue and singular value decompositions (SVD). As a result, the fields of DM and IR have been providing the ground for synergistic efforts between application specialists and researchers in CLA. The latter researchers understand the intricacies of designing effective matrix computations on modern computer system platforms, commonly used in DM and IR and contribute the design of performance critical kernels for DM and IR algorithms; see for example [14, 12, 16, 19, 26, 38, 39] .
This chapter presents TMG, a toolbox that helps the user in the two major phases of the VSM: The preprocessing, "indexing" phase, in which the index of terms is built, and the "search" phase, during which the index is used in the course of queries and other operations. In particular, TMG preprocesses documents to construct an index in the form of a sparse "term-document matrix", hereafter abbreviated by "tdm", and preprocesses user queries so as to make them ready for the application of an IR model. TMG is specifically oriented to the application of vector space techniques (see e.g. [51, 24, 45] ) that model documents as term vectors so that many IR tasks can be cast in terms of CLA. We will use the convention that m × n matrices represent tdm's of n documents over an index of m terms. In view of the significant presence of CLA kernels in vector space techniques for IR, we felt that there was a "market need" for a MATLAB-based tdm generation system, as MATLAB is a highly popular problem solving environment for CLA that enables the rapid prototyping of novel IR algorithms [5] . Therefore, TMG is written entirely in MATLAB and runs on any computer system that supports that environment. Even though MATLAB started as a "Matrix Laboratory", it is now equipped with a large number of facilities including data structures, functions, visualization and interface building tools that make possible the rapid synthesis of entire suites of special purpose algorithms. Furthermore, it claims a very large user base that continuously contributes new software (such as TMG) on the Web 3 . See [29, 34] , for example, for toolboxes that specialize in operations related to IR, e.g. algorithms based on spectral analysis of sparse matrices encapsulating graph structures.
TMG parses single files or entire directories of multiple files containing text, performs the necessary preprocessing and constructs a tdm according to parameters set by the user. It is also able to renew existing tdm's by performing efficient updates or downdates corresponding to the incorporation of new or deletion of existing documents.
We must emphasize that two critical components for TMG's operations are MAT-LAB's sparse matrix infrastructure and visualization tools. TMG can be used to complement algorithms and tools that work with tdm's, e.g. [8, 14, 12, 19, 26, 41] . For example, TMG was used in recent experiments included in [56, 57, 40, 48] and has already been requested by many researchers. We also expect TMG to be useful in instructional settings, by helping to create motivating examples in CLA and IR courses.
TMG is not tied to specific algorithms of the vector space model but includes, for convenience, MATLAB code for querying and clustering that can be used as template by users who want to perform such tasks with TMG. Interfacing TMG with codes in other languages is quite straightforward as there are several utilities for converting the objects in the underlying MATLAB storage class to other formats. The CLUTO clustering toolkit ( [37] ), for example, inputs ASCII files containing the compressed sparse row (CSR) representation of matrices that can be obtained from TMG, while SDDPACK ( [41] ) provides MATLAB routines for converting to and from the Matrix Market format [18] . TMG was designed to provide several term-weighting options to the user [11, 42] as well as the possibility of stemming. In addition to describing the design of the tool, we also report herein on the application of TMG as a preprocessor for IR tasks and its combination with a variety of term-weighting functions and stemming.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the rest of this section we briefly review some related efforts. Section 2 presents TMG, describing all its core functions, including the graphical user interface (GUI) and analyzing the various options that are provided in the package. Section 3 describes implementation issues, in particular the utilization of MATLAB's sparse matrix technology. Section 4 demonstrates the use of TMG on a pubic dataset, we call BIBBENCH, and compares the performance of some query answering and clustering algorithms based on vector space models using various term-weighting schemes and stemming for data from the MEDLINE, CRANFIELD, CISI 4 and REUTERS-21578 5 collections. Section 5 provides concluding remarks. All numerical experiments were conducted on a 3GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512MB RAM running Windows XP and MATLAB 7.0. Runtimes were measured using MATLAB infrastructure for performance analysis, specifically profile and timing functions tic, toc.
Related work
There exist already several tools for constructing tdm's since IR systems that are based on vector space techniques (e.g. Latent Semantic Indexing, herafter abbreviated as LSI) typically operate on rows and columns of such matrices; see e.g. [3, 45, 49] . The Telcordia LSI Engine, for example, is a production-level IR architecture that contains components for generating sparse tdm's [22, 7] from text collections. Lemur [4] is a popular language modeling and IR toolkit written in C++. A recent powerful system that we have found to be particularly effective is the General Text Parser (GTP) ( [2, 30] ). GTP is a complete IR package written in C++ and Java and employing LSI; we used it to evaluate the results obtained from TMG. PGTP is an MPI-based parallel version of GTP. Other tools that one can find in the open literature are DOC2MAT [1], written in perl and developed in the context of the CLUTO IR package [37] ; MC [6] , written in C++ [25, 26] ; and the Unix shell script utility countallwords included in the PDDP package [20] . The above tools are implemented in high level or scripting languages (e.g. C, C++, Java, Perl). It is fair to say at the outset and will become clear from our description that TMG's current design is best suited for datasets of moderate size. For very large datasets, one would be better served by systems such as GTP. 
Outline
TMG is constructed to perform preprocessing and filtering steps that are typically performed in textual IR [10] (in parentheses are the names of the relevant MATLAB m-functions):
-Creation of the tdm corresponding to a set of documents (tmg); -creation of query vectors from user input (tmp query); -update existing tdm by incorporation of new documents (tdm update); -downdate existing tdm by deletion of specified documents (tdm downdate).
The document preprocessing steps encoded by TMG are the following: i) Lexical analysis; ii) stopword elimination; iii) stemming; iv) index-term selection; v) index construction. These steps are tabulated in Table 1. Each element, α i j , of a tdm can be expressed as
where l i j is a local factor that measures the importance of term i in document j, g i is a global factor that measures the importance of term i in the entire collection and n i j is a normalization factor [50] . This latter is used to moderate bias towards longer documents [52] . The local, global term weighting and normalization options available in TMG are listed in Table 2 . Symbol f i j denotes term frequency, i.e. the number of times term i appears in document j; also,
It must be noted that TMG does not restrict the separating delimiter to be an end-of- Table 2 . Term-weighting and normalization schemes [11, 23, 42, 50] .
file character, hence the number of documents corresponding to the collection would be at least as large as the actual number of (valid) files processed by TMG.
User interface
The user interacts with TMG by means of any of the aforementioned MATLAB functions or via a graphical interface (GUI), implemented as function tmg gui. The GUI facilitates user selection of the appropriate options among the many alternatives available at the command-line level. A user that desires to construct a tdm from text will either use tmg or tmg gui. The specific invocation of the former is of the form:
where outargs stands for the output list:
[A, dictionary, global wts, norml factors, words per doc, titles, files, update struct].
The tdm is stored as a MATLAB sparse double array A, while dictionary is a char array containing the collection's distinct words, and update struct contains the essential information for the collection's renewal (see Section 3.3). The other output arguments store statistics for the collection. The full list of output arguments is tabulated in Table 4 . Argument fname specifies the individual file(s) to be processed or the directory name that contains them. In the latter case, TMG recursively processes included subdirectories and files. It is assumed that all files contain valid data. In particular, files are assumed to contain plain ASCII text or that a special filter that can convert them to such a format is available and properly linked to TMG. Currently, TMG can process Adobe Acrobat PDF and POSTSCRIPT documents provided Ghostscript's ps2ascii utility is available. Filenames suffixed with html or htm are assumed to be ASCII files with html markups; TMG processes them by stripping the corresponding tags using the strip html function. The options available at the command line to the user of tmg are set via the fields of the MATLAB OPTIONS structure tabulated in Table 3 . Field delimiter specifies the delimiter that separates individual documents within the same file. The default delimiter is a blank line, in which case TMG is likely to generate more "documents" than the number of files given as input. Field line delimiter specifies if the delimiter takes a whole line of text. Field stoplist specifies the file containing the stopwords, i.e. the terms excluded from the collection's dictionary [11] . The current release of TMG contains a stoplist obtained from GTP [2] . Field stemming indicates whether stemming is to be used; this is performed by stemmer, our MAT-LAB implementation of a modified version of Porter's algorithm [47, 46] . stemmer Table 4 . TMG outputs.
A resulting tdm; dictionary collection's dictionary (char array); global wts vector of global weights norml factors vector of document norms prior to normalization; words per doc vector containing statistics for each document; titles titles of each document (cell array); files processed filenames with set title and document's first line (cell array); update struct structure containing necessary data for renewal;
can also be called directly from the command line. To validate our implementation, we compared our results and verified that they coincided with the word list and corresponding stems listed in [46] .
In the current version of TMG stopword removal takes place before stemming. Therefore, care is required in adding terms in the stoplist, as we might also need to provide their variants as well. In particular, if in a bibliography file we wish to dispose of the word "author" and "authors" we would need to add both to the stoplist. It is easy to alter this in TMG so as to apply stemming on the stoplist as well as on the dictionary. One disadvantage is that this could lead to the removal of terms that share the same stem with a stopword. Another option that would be easy to incorporate in TMG is to use two stoplists: One containing basic stopwords and the other, a stoplist generator, for domain-specific terms that would be useful to preprocess by stemming and then use it as stoplist. Overall, given the current options in TMG, it is not difficult to enrich the current filtering steps to help process "dirty text", containing typos, adhoc abbreviations, special symbols, etc. [21] .
Parameters min length, max length are thresholds used to exclude terms that are out of range; e.g. terms that are too short are likely to be of little value in indexing while very long ones are likely to be misprints. Parameters min local freq, max local freq, min global freq and max global freq are also filtering parameters, thresholding based on frequency of occurrence. The last OPTIONS field, dsp, indicates if the intermediate results are printed on the MATLAB command window.
Function tmg query uses the dictionary returned by tmg and constructs, using the same processing steps as TMG, a "term query" array whose columns are the (sparse) query vectors for the text collection. The function is invoked as follows:
[Q, wds per query, titles, files]=tmg query('fname',dictionary, OPTIONS);
Here, OPTIONS contains fields that are a subset of those used in tmg; for details see the code documentation.
Graphical User Interface
As described thus far, the main toolbox functions tmg and tmg query offer a large number of options. Moreover, it is anticipated that future releases will further increase this number to allow for additional flexibility in operations and filetypes han-dled by TMG. In view of this, a GUI we would be calling TMG GUI that is depicted in Fig. 1 , was created to facilitate interaction. This is instantiated by means of function tmg gui. The GUI design was facilitated by the interactive MATLAB tool GUIDE. TMG GUI consists of two frames: One provides a set of four mutually exclusive radio buttons, corresponding to the basic functions of TMG, along with a set of radio buttons, edit boxes, lists and toggle buttons for all required input arguments; the other provides a set of items for the optional arguments of tmg, tmg query and update routines. After specifying all necessary parameters, and the Continue button is clicked, TMG GUI invokes the appropriate function. The progress of the program is shown on the screen; upon finishing the user is queried if and where he wants the results to be saved; results are saved in MATLAB-mat file(s), i.e. the file format used by MATLAB for saving and exchanging data. We next address some issues that relate to design choices made regarding the algorithms and data structures used in the tool. Overall, TMG's efficiency is greatly aided by the use of MATLAB's sparse matrix infrastructure and an effective implementation of inverted indexes.
Sparse matrix technology
One important goal in the design of TMG was to employ data structures that would be efficient regarding i) the costs of creating and updating them, ii) the overall storage requirements, and iii) the processing of the kernel IR operations. Tdm's are usually extremely sparse; e.g. see Table 10 that tabulates the statistics for some well-known collections used to benchmark IR algorithms, and Table 7 for the statistics for our BIBBENCH collection: Approximately 98% or more of the entries of the corresponding tdm's are zero. Therefore, a natural object for representing tdm's are sparse matrices. Indeed, with the current popularity of VSM-based techniques, sparse matrix representations have become popular in IR and are the subject of investigation; see e.g. [31, 36] . It is worth noting that recent studies suggest that sparse matrices are preferable for IR over other implementations, such as inverted indexes [31, 32] . Inverted indexes, for example, complicate the implementation of non-Boolean searches and dimensionality reduction transformations that are at the core of LSI [9] . Nonetheless, TMG employs an inverted index as an intermediate data structure to aid in the assembly of the sparse tdm.
After parsing the collection (cf. Section 3.2), cleaning and stemming the dictionary, each cell array for the posting list is copied to another, each element of which is a MATLAB sparse column vector of size n. This latter array is finally converted to the sparse tdm using function cell2mat.
MATLAB provides an effective environment for sparse computations built around the concept of a "sparse array", a special MATLAB class that economizes storage and operations by utilizing mature technology; see [27, 28] for an excellent, early, technical description. Sparse matrices in MATLAB are stored internally in the well-known compressed sparse column format (CSC) that formally consists of two arrays of length equal to the number of nonzero entries, nnz, one consisting of reals containing the values of the matrix elements in column major order and the other integer containing the corresponding row indices; and an array of size n + 1 containing an integer index to the previous two arrays indicating the location of the leading nonzero entry of each column and the value of nnz at the last position. Actually, upon the creation of a sparse matrix, MATLAB uses an estimate, nzmax(A) for the number of its nonzeros (equal or larger than the actual value of nnz) and allocates enough storage to store the matrix in the above format [27] . Current versions of MATLAB use 8 byte reals and 4 byte integers so that the total workspace occupied by a sparse non-square tdm A is Mem(A) = 12nzmax(A) + 4(n + 1) bytes. Therefore, for non-square matrices, the space requirements are asymmetric, in the sense that Mem(A) = Mem(A ), though the storage difference is 4|m − n|, which is small Table 5 . MATLAB commands to build the tdm A for scheme lnc from the frequency table F = ( f i j ).
[i, j, L]= find(F); L=log2(L+1); A=sparse(i, j, L, size(F,1),size(F, 2)) A = spdiags(1./sqrt(sum(F.ˆ2,2)), 0, size(F,1), size(F,1))*A; A = A*spdiags(1./sqrt(sum(A.ˆ2,1))', 0, size(A,2), size(A,2)); relative to the total storage required. By expressing and coding the more intensive manipulations in the TMG toolbox in terms of MATLAB sparse operations, the cost of operating on tdm's becomes proportional to the number of real arithmetic operations on nonzero elements or the size of the data size of the tdm (that is size of output and input participating non-trivially in the computation of the output), whichever is larger. Formula (1), for example, implies that the tdm can be obtained from the application of element-by-element operations on the sparse matrix containing the terms f i j to obtain the local weights, followed by element-by-element multiplication with the tdm followed by left multiplication with the diagonal matrix (in sparse format) containing the global weights g i . Table 5 , for example, shows MATLAB statements for building the tdm for scheme lnc. New term weighting formulas (e.g. [23] ) can easily be programmed in the system.
It is worth noting here that had we opted to build the target tdm directly as a sparse matrix in the course of the reading phase, it would have necessitated fast updates (creating new rows and columns, changing individual elements) which would have been inefficient, especially in the absence of a good a priori estimate of the matrix size and total number of nonzeros.
As already mentioned, sparse representations are employed by other systems as well. GTP and the Telcordia LSI Engine systems, for example, use the HarwellBoeing format ( [2, 30, 22] ), while the MC toolkit ( [6] ) also uses the CSC format. The authors of [31] use the compressed sparse row (CSR) format to store instead "document-term" matrices; this, of course, is equivalent to our approach. On the other hand, the experiments in [36] assume a CSR representation for term-document matrices.
We next experimentally illustrate the dependence of TMG's runtime on aspects of the dataset size. In this as well as in Section 4, we experimented with datasets created from the REUTERS-21578 collection. We kept only those texts that contained non-empty text bodies and called the resulting set, consisting of 19,042 documents, REUT-ALL. We then organized the collection in 22 files that we labeled REUTi, where i = 1, ..., 22. In the sequel, we would be using the notation REUT[i : j] to denote the dataset consisting of files REUTi up to and including REUT j. The dependence also appears to be linear in the number of documents. We also illustrate the performance of two kernel CLA operations for IR, specifically matrix-vector multiplication and the com- putation of the largest singular value and corresponding singular vectors using the native MATLAB function for sparse SVD (svds); the latter is based on the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method [44] . Results are shown in Fig. 3 .
Dictionary construction
Central to the operation of TMG are the steps of document parsing and dictionary construction. TMG reads each document using function strread. This returns the tokens present in its input char array in a cell array of chars. All distinct terms present in the document are then obtained in sorted order via function unique. At the same time, the procedure creates a (local) posting list for these terms, that is pairs containing the number of occurrences and the document identifier for each term. Assuming that we keep a "running inverted index" of all documents processed up to step i − 1, we can apply the procedure iteratively as follows: at steps i = 2, ..., we first create the local term vector and posting list and then use it to update the running inverted index. One weakness of this approach is that it requires as many calls to functions unique and ismember as there are documents, something that we found to be very time consuming. Another approach would be to proceed by appending to the dictionary's cell array the new terms in the document and keep track of the document indices containing each word. This would necessitate only one call to unique to form the inverted index but with high cost in memory, since we would need to store first all tokens in the collection. The memory penalty is further accentuated by the fact that cell data structures have a higher memory overhead than sparse numeric arrays. Based on the above observations, we designed a simple but effective scheme to construct the inverted index. In particular, we still use a running inverted index but update it using a block inverted index consisting of data from N documents at a time. The functions that implement the above operations are called unique words and merge dictionary, while we use update step to designate the block size N. Selecting N = n or N = 1, the above approach reduces to the first and second of the aforementioned methods. The effects of this blocked approach to building the dictionary together with an incremental approach to constructing the tdm, presented in Section 3.3, are subject of our current investigations towards better tuning of TMG's performance. Overall, however, because TMG does not currently implement text or index compression (see e.g. [10, 54] ) it is better suited for datasets of moderate size.
TMG for document renewal
The efficient updating or downdating tdm's is of importance as it is key to the maintenance of document collections. It can also lead to important CLA issues related to the design of effective algorithms for fast SVD updates; see for example [45, 55, 58] . In order to retain independence from the underlying VSM, we are concerned here with simple tdm updates that result in a matrix that is identical with the one that would have been created were all documents available from the beginning and TMG applied to all. In other words, we designed updating operations that maintain the in- tegrity of the resulting tdm. To this end, TMG includes functions tdm update and tdm downdate for modifying an existing tdm so as to take into account document arrival and/or deletion. Any document arrival or deletion is likely to change the size of the tdm as well as specific entries: Non-trivial document arrival will certainly change the number of tdm columns and the number and labeling of the rows, because terms satisfying the filtering requirements are encountered or removed; and/or terms in the original dictionary that were excluded by filtering become valid entries. Hence, in order to update correctly, the entire dictionary of terms encountered during parsing (before filtering) must be maintained together with the corresponding term frequencies. This information is also sufficient for the proper update of the tdm when parameters such as the maximum and/or minimum global frequencies change. Therefore, as long as updates are anticipated, when TMG is run, the user must select to save these items (TMG GUI prompts the user accordingly). TMG saves them in a MATLAB structure array, denoted by update struct. We avoid using one full and one normalized (post-filtering) dictionary by working only with the full dictionary and a vector of indices indicating those terms active in the normalized dictionary, stored in the same structure array. For tdm downdate, the user specifies the relevant update struct and a vector of integer indices identifying the documents to remove. We evaluate the performance of renewal in Section 4.2.
Experimental Results
To check the results obtained from TMG, we first used it to build the tdm's from the MEDLINE, CRANFIELD and CISI collections and confirmed that they were the same as those obtained using GTP, except for expected differences due to the fact that the two packages follow contrasting approaches to handle terms containing digits: TMG (resp. GTP) excludes (resp. includes) terms that are solely composed of numeric characters but keeps (resp. drops) words combining letters and numeric characters. We also show, in Table 6 , the runtimes of TMG and GTP for the aforementioned datasets as well as for the set REUT-ALL, described in Section 3. Results with GTP were obtained on a system running Linux with the GCC 2.95 compiler. In view of the fact that tmg consists of MATLAB code, it is quite efficient, albeit slower than GTP. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, GTP's lead is expected to increase for very large datasets. 
The BIBBENCH dataset
To illustrate the use of TMG we created a new dataset, we call BIBBENCH consisting of three source files from publicly accessible bibliographies 6 in BIBT E X (the bibliography format for L A T E X documents), with characteristics shown in Table 7. The first, we call BKN, is a 651 entry bibliography contained in this book, though loaded sometime before printing and therefore not corresponding exactly to the final edition. The major theme is, of course, clustering . The second bibliography, BEC is from http://jilawww.colorado.edu/bec/bib/, a repository of BIBT E X references from topics in Atomic and Condensed Matter Physics on the topic of Bose-Einstein condensation. When downloaded (Jan. 24, 2005) the bibliography contained 1,590 references. The last bibliography, GVL, was downloaded from http://www.netlib.org/bibnet/subjects/ and contains the full 861 item bibliography of the 2nd edition (1989) of a well-known treatise on Matrix Computations [33] . The file was edited to remove the first 350 lines of text that consisted of irrelevant header information. All files were stored in a directory named BibBench. It is worth noting that, at first approximation, the articles in BEC could be thought as belonging in one cluster ("physics") whereas those in BKN and GVL in another ("linear algebra and information retrieval"). We first used TMG to assemble the aforementioned bibliographies using term weighting, no global weighting, no normalization and stemming (txx s) thus setting as non-default OPTIONS OPTIONS.delimiter='@'; OPTIONS.line delimiter=0; OPTIONS.stoplist='bibcommon words'; OPTIONS.stemming=1; OPTIONS.min global freq =2; OPTIONS.dsp= 0 therefore, any words that appeared only once globally were eliminated (this had the effect of eliminating one document from GVL). The remaining packet had 3,101 bibliographical entries across three plain ASCII files KNB.bib, BEC.bib, GVL.bib. The stoplist file was selected to consist of the same terms found in [30] augmented by keywords utilized in BIBT E X and referring to items that are not useful for indexing, such as author, title, editor, year, abstract, keywords, etc.
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We next use TMG to modify the tdm so that it uses a different weighting scheme specifically tnc and stemming. This can be done economically with the update struct computed earlier as follows:
update struct.normalization='c'; update struct.global weight='n'; A=tdm update([],update struct);
Using MATLAB's spy command we visualize the sparsity structure of the tdm A in Fig. 7(left) . In the sequel we apply two MATLAB functions produced in-house, namely pddp and block diagonalize. The former implements the PDDP(l) algorithm for clustering of term-document matrices [56] . We used l = 1 and partitioned in two clusters only, so that results are identical with the original PDDP algorithm [19] . In particular, classification of each document into one of the two clusters is performed on the basis of the sign of the corresponding element in the maximum right Fig. 6 plots the maximum singular vector v max corresponding to the BIBBENCH dataset. Even though our goal here is not to evaluate clustering algorithms (there is plenty on this matter in other chapters of this volume!), it is worth noting that PDDP was quite good at revealing the two "natural clusters". Fig. 6 shows that there are some documents from BEC (marked with '+') that were classified in the "clustering and matrix computations" cluster and very few documents from BKN and GVL that were classified in the "physics" cluster.
Finally, function block diagonalize implements and plots the results from a simple heuristic for row reordering of the term-document matrix based on pddp. In particular, running >> block diagonalize(A, clusters); we obtain Fig. 7(right) . This illustrates the improvement made by the clustering procedure. We note here that experiments of this nature, in the spirit of work described in [17] , are expected to be useful for instruction and research, e.g. to visualize the effect of novel reordering schemes. Finally, Table 8 , shows the size and ten top most frequent terms (after stemming) for each of the four clusters obtained using PDDP(1). There were two "physics" clusters, the theme of another appears to be "linear algebra" while the theme of the last one is "data mining". The terms also reveal the need for better data cleaning [21] ), e.g. by normalizing or eliminating journal names, restoring terms, etc.: For instance, numermath, siamnum were generated because of non-standard abbreviations of the journals "Numerische Mathematik" and "SIAM Table 8 . Ten most frequent terms for each of the four clusters of BIBBENCH using PDDP(1).
In parentheses are the cluster sizes. We applied stemming but only minimal data cleaning.
I (1,033) II (553) III (633) Journal of Numerical Analysis". Terms instein and os were generated because of entries such as {E}instein and {B}ose, where the brackets were used in the BIBT E X to avoid automatic conversion to lower case.
Performance Evaluation

Renewal experiments
We next evaluate experimentally the performance of TMG when renewing existing tdm's. We first ran TMG on the collection of 19,042 REUT-ALL documents and recorded the total runtime (169.52 sec) for tdm creation. We consider this to be onepass tdm creation. We then separated the documents in b = 2 groups formed by REUT[1 : j] and REUT[( j + 1) : 22], j = 1 : 21, an "original group" of K documents and an "update group" with the remaining ones. We consider this to be tdm creation in b = 2 passes. We then ran TMG twice, first using tmg to create the tdm for the K documents and then tdm update. We performed a similar experiment for downdating, removing in each step the second part from the complete collection. Runtimes are summarized in Table 9 . We observe that renewal is quite efficient, and in some cases approaches the one-pass creation. In any case, it clearly proves that renewing is much more efficient than recreating the tdm from scratch. Also, the gains from downdating (vs. rebuilding) are even larger. These experiments also suggest that for large datasets, even if the entire document collection is readily available and no further modifications are anticipated, it might be cost effective to build the tdm in multiple (b ≥ 2) passes.
Evaluating stemming and term-weighting
We next take advantage of the flexibility of TMG to evaluate the effect of different term weighting and normalization schemes and stemming in the context of query answering and clustering with VSM and LSI. 
Query answering
Our methodology is similar to that used by several other researchers in CLA methods for IR, see for example [42] . We experimented with all possible schemes available in TMG on standard data collections. In the case of LSI, we used as computational kernel the sparse singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm implemented by MATLAB's svds function. We note that this is just one of several alternative approaches for the kernel SVD in LSI (cf. [15, 13, 35, 43] ) and that TMG facilitates setting up experiments seeking to evaluate their performance. A common metric for the effectiveness of IR models is the N-point interpolated average precision, defined by
wherep(x) = max{p i | n i ≥ x r, i = 1 : r}, is the "precision" at "recall" level x, x ∈ [0, 1]. Precision and recall after i documents have been examined are p i = n i i , and r i = n i r respectively, where, for a given query, n i is the number of relevant documents up to the i-th document, and r is the total number of relevant documents. We used this measure with N = 11 (a common choice in IR experiments) for three standard document collections, MEDLINE, CRANFIELD and CISI whose features, as reported by TMG, are tabulated in Table 10 . The stoplist file was the default obtained from GTP. Parameter min global freq was set to 2, so terms appearing only once were excluded, and stemming was enabled. As shown in Table 10 , stemming causes a significant -up to 36% -reduction in dictionary size.
For LSI, the matrix was approximated with the leading 100 singular triplets. As described in Section 2.2, there are 60 possible combinations for term weighting and normalization in constructing the term document matrix and 30 possible combinations in constructing the query vector. Taking into account the stemming option, there are 3,600 possible parameter combinations. We ran all of them on the aforementioned data collections and recorded the results. It must be noted that this is an exhaustive experiment of considerable magnitude, taking approximately 10 hours of computation. Tables 11 and 12 list the means of the 25 best precision values obtained amongst all weighting and normalization schemes used for query answering using VSM and LSI. Symbols " s" and " ns" indicate the presence or absence of stemming. Tables 11 and 12 show the performance of LSI for the best weighting and normalization options. First, note that LSI returns good precision, about 19% better than VSM for MEDLINE. The performance of each weighting scheme does not seem to vary across collections. For example, the 'logarithmic' local term and the 'gfidf' global term weighting schemes appear to return the best precision values for VSM. In the case of LSI, it appears that 'logarithmic' local term weighting gives similar results, while 'IDF' and 'probabilistic inverse' global term weighting return the best performance. Furthermore, precision is generally better with stemming. In view of this and the reduction in dictionary size, stemming appears to be a desirable feature in both VSM and LSI. 
Clustering
We next present results concerning the effects of term weighting and stemming on clustering. For our experiments, we used parts of REUT-ALL. We remind the reader that the latter consists of 19,042 documents, 8,654 of which belong to a single topic. We applied TMG in four parts of REUT-ALL, labeled REUTC1, REUTC2, REUTC3 and REUTC4, respectively. Each of these consist of documents from 22, 9, 6 and 25 classes, respectively. REUTC1 up to REUTC3 contain an equal number of documents from each class (i.e. 40, 100 and 200, respectively). REUTC4, on the other hand, consists of documents with varying class sizes, ranging from 30 to 300. Table 13 summarizes the features of our datasets. As before, stemming causes again a significant -up to 31% -reduction in dictionary size. As in the previous section, we tried all possible weighting and normalization options available in TMG and recorded, the resulting entropy values for two clustering schemes: PDDP [19] , as a representative hierarchical algorithm, based on spectral information, and Spherical k-means (Skmeans) ( [26] ) as an interesting partitioning algorithm. Tables 14 and 15 summarize the entropy values using the combinations of the ten weighting and normalization schemes that returned the best results. Skmeans entropy values are about 45% better than PDDP for REUTC2. Stemming and cosine normalization appear to improve the quality of clustering in most cases. Tables 14, 15 do not identify a specific weighting scheme as best, though 'logarithmic' and 'alternate log' local and 'entropy' and 'IDF' global weighting appear to return good results. Moreover, the simple 'term frequency' local function appears to return good clustering performance whereas global weighting does not seem to improve matters.
Conclusions
We have outlined the design and implementation of TMG, a novel MATLAB toolbox for the construction of tdm's from text collections presented in the form of ASCII text files and directories. Our motivation was to facilitate users, such as researchers and educators in computational linear algebra who use MATLAB to build algorithms for textual information retrieval and are interested in the rapid preparation of test data. Using TMG one avoids the extra steps necessary to convert or interface with data produced by other systems. TMG returns (albeit slower) results comparable with those produced by GTP, a popular C++ package for IR using LSI. TMG also allows one to conduct stemming by means of a well known variation of Porter's algorithm and provides facilities for the maintenance and incremental construction of termdocument collections. We presented examples of use of TMG in various settings and data collections, including BIBBENCH, a new dataset consisting of data in BIBT E X format. The flexibility of TMG allowed us extensive experimentation with various combinations of term weighting and normalization schemes and stemming. The tool is publicly available via a simple request. We are currently working in enabling the tool to process a variety of other document types as well as in distributed implementations. We intend to exploit the facilities for integer and single-precision arithmetic of MATLAB 7.0 as well as compression techniques to produce a more efficient implementation.
